CM-330 Battery Powered Touchless Switches

The SureWave™ family of touchless switches by Camden lead the industry in performance, quality and value - with a range of features unmatched by any other on the market.

CM-330 touchless switches offer the longest battery life, up to 100 activations per day for 2 years, with an option for even longer battery life using lithium batteries.

SureWave™ CM-330 wireless switches are compatible with Camden’s Lazerpoint RF™ family of 915Mhz. spread spectrum wireless products.

CM-330 APPLICATION
Battery Powered

Ideal for door activation where installing wiring is difficult or expensive, and for instant replacement of non-powered switches in retrofit applications.

These switches offer the longest alkaline battery life of any switch in the market, with the option for lithium batteries.
OPENING NEW DOORS TO INNOVATION, QUALITY AND SUPPORT!
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FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF ALL SUREWAVE™ TOUCHLESS SWITCH KITS, PLEASE VISIT WWW.CAMDENCONTROLS.COM